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Tuesday,۲٤th March,۲۰۲۰ 
Progress sheet (٦) 

A- Language Function 
۱-Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:     
  Paul : Did you travel to Europe? 
   Fred : Yes, I did. 
   Paul : …………………………………………………………………………………………. ? 
   Fred: I visited France. 
   Paul :  When did you travel to France? 
   Fred : …………………………………………………………………………………………. 
   Paul : …………………………………………………………………………………………. ? 
   Fred : I saw Eiffel Tower and lots of museums. 
   Paul : Did you have fun? 
   Fred :……………………………………………………………………………………………. 
******************************************************** 

B- Vocabulary & Structure 
۲-Underline the correct word (s) in brackets: 
۱.Mona usually  ( go – goes – went –is going  )to school on foot . 
۲. Children’s toys are made of (plastic – concrete –diamond – steel )   . 
۳.This car is (too – to – enough – either ) expensive for Sally to buy  . 
٤. Don’t touch that mirror . It is very (fragile –rigid – flexible –swift ) . 
٥.Be quiet ! the baby (sleeps – is sleeping – sleep –slept ) . 
٦. Jack ( don’t –doesn’t – isn’t -aren’t ) speak French well . 
۷.The earth (lasts – weaves –predicts – spins ) around the sun  .   
۸.This box is made of (rubber – metal –plastic –rocks ) .It’s too heavy to 
carry .   
۹.He is strong (too – enough – to – but ) to face any problem  . 
۱۰. Egypt becomes very (fragile – humid –recent –rigid ) in summer. 



 
 
 
 

 
 

۳-Rewrite the following sentences using the word (s) in 
brackets: 
۱. Sarah is visiting her cousin now.               ( rarely ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
۲. I always have fun with my friends.           ( these days ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
۳. Sam always eats meat.                              ( never) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
٤. Lara is studying now.                                 ( not )        

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
٥. Selena does her homework daily.               ( not ) 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
******************************************************** 

C-Reading Comprehension 
٤- Read the following, then answer the questions: 
           My name is Tamer. I'm eleven. I like English, but art is my favorite 
subject. I like painting in my free time. My friends are called Yasser and 
Ali. Yasser is eleven, too, but Ali is twelve. Yasser is very good at sports. 
He loves karate. He plays in a football team, too. Ali is good at languages. 
He speaks English very well. He often talks to his cousin in England. Ali 
likes talking to tourists and visiting important places . 
A) Answer the following questions : 
۱) What does Tamer like doing in his free time? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
۲) Who are Tamer's friends? 
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
B) Choose the correct answer from a,b ,c or d : 
۳) Ali often talks to his……………… in England 
    a) cousin                 b) father                    c) mother          d) son 
٤) Karate is a ……………………………. 
    a) sport                  b) subject                  c) colour             d) hobby 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 

D- The Reader 
٥-A) Answer the following questions: 
۱-Where was Mowgli going to? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
۲- What did Mowgli do with Shere khan? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
B) Complete: 
۱. The Red Flower was …………………   
۲. The animals couldn’t look into Mowgli’s ………… 
٦-Write questions: 
  ۱) She visits her aunt twice a week.             (How often ) 
      ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
  ۲) He is staying at home today to study for the exams. (Why) 
      ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Pictorial composition: 
۷.Write a paragraph of Five sentences describing the picture : 

Guiding words: 
( train station - meet - buy - tickets - wave - carry - bag – walk ) 
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Model Answer (A.L) 
۱-Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:     
Paul: What did you visit ? 
Fred: Last month. 
Paul: What did you see there ? 
Fred: Yes, I did. 
۲-Underline the correct word (s) in brackets: 
۱.goes    ۲. plastic    ۳.  too     ٤. Fragile    ٥. is sleeping     ٦. doesn’t    
۷.spins   ۸.metal     ۹.enough   ۱۰. humid  
۳-Rewrite the following sentences using the word (s) in brackets: 

۱. Sarah rarely visits her cousin. 
۲. I’m having fun with my friends these days. 
۳. Sam never eats meat. 
٤. Lara isn’t studying now.       
٥. Selena doesn’t do her homework daily. 

 
٤- Read the following, then answer the questions: 
۱) He likes painting. 
۲) Yasser and Ali. 
B) Choose the correct answer from a,b or c : 
٤) a           ٥) a            

D- The Reader 
٥-A) Answer the following questions: 
۱) To the world of men. 
۲) He burnt his head with the burning stick.     
B) Complete: 
۱. fire . 
۲. eyes. 
٦- Write questions: 
  ۱) How often does she visit her aunt?  
  ۲) Why is he staying at home today ? 
Pictorial composition: 
۷.Write a paragraph of six sentences describing the picture: 

The answer will vary 
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Quiz A.L 
۱) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d:   (٤ marks ) 
۱. Look ! the sun ……………………..  
a. shines         b. shine         c. will shine       d. is shining   
۲. My bag is …………………. heavy to carry. 
a. but             b. too            c. to                  d. enough   
۳. ………… is a substance that’s used for making children’s toys. 
a. plastic        b. concrete    c. rubber          d. steel 
٤. I gave my wife a …………………ring. 
a. steel           b. plastic       c. diamond        d. rubber  

 
۲) Rewrite the following :                       ( ۲ Marks )                                
۱. Sally plays tennis everyday .                              (Look) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
۲.He always travels abroad .                                  (never) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
۳) Reader:                                       ( ۲ Marks ) 

۱. Why did the younger wolves want to kill Mowgli ?    
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
      
Complete: 
۲. Mowgli knew he had to go to the world of …………………………………………... 
٤) Write questions:                              ( ۲ Marks ) 
۱. Tom can speak English and Italian .                            (Which) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
۲. They are from London.                                               (Where ) 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 



 
 
 
 

 
 

Model Answer 
 

۱) Choose the correct answer from a,b,c or d:       
    ۱. (D) is shining   
    ۲. (B) too             
   ۳. (A) plastic         
   ٤. (C) diamond         

-------------------------------------------- 
۲) Rewrite the following :                        
۱. Look! Sally is playing tennis. 
 

 ۲. He never travels abroad. 
-------------------------------------------- 
۳) Reader:                                        

    ۱. Because he is a man. 
      
Complete: 
۲. Mowgli knew he had to go to the world of Men 
-------------------------------------------- 
٤) Write questions:                               
۱. Which languages can Tom speak? 
۲. Where are they from? 
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